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The number of treatments for COPD is increasing. Twenty years ago, “usual care”
was largely short-acting bronchodilators, but now at least five classes of longacting drugs are available: long-acting muscarinic antagonists (LAMA), long-acting
β2-agonists (LABA), inhaled corticosteroids (ICS), phosphodiesterase inhibitors, and
theophyllines.1 A particular advance has been fixed-dose combination (FDC) inhalers,
and a number of LABA/ICS and LAMA/LABA FDCs are currently available, with
“triple” LAMA/LABA/ICS FDCs in development. Each new agent obtains a product
license based upon clinical trial data demonstrating efficacy and safety, but these trials
are seldom designed to guide the practising clinician about when to change or add a
treatment. This results in disease management guidelines that, due to the lack of clear
evidence, do not provide treatment pathway recommendations.1–3
A further problem is that in most COPD trials, especially those involving bronchodilators, the primary outcome has focused on lung function, typically forced expiratory
volume in 1 second (FEV1). In contrast, physicians generally make decisions to modify
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Abstract: One of the challenges faced by the practising physician is the interpretation of
patient-reported outcomes (PROs) in clinical trials and the relevance of such data to their
patients. This is especially true when caring for patients with progressive diseases such as COPD.
In an attempt to incorporate the patient perspective, many clinical trials now include assessments
of PROs. These are formalized methods of capturing patient-centered information. Given the
importance of PROs in evaluating the potential utility of an intervention for a patient with COPD,
it is important that physicians are able to critically interpret (and critique) the results derived
from them. Therefore, in this paper, a series of questions is posed for the practising physician to
consider when reviewing the treatment effectiveness as assessed by PROs. The focus is on the
St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire for worked examples, but the principles apply equally
to other symptom-based questionnaires. A number of different ways of presenting PRO data are
discussed, including the concept of the minimum clinically important difference, whether there is
a ceiling effect to PRO results, and the strengths and weaknesses of responder analyses. Using a
worked example, the value of including a placebo arm in a study is illustrated, and the influence
of the study on PRO results is considered, in terms of the design, patient withdrawal, and the
selection of the study population. For the practising clinician, the most important consideration
is the importance of individualization of treatment (and of treatment goals). To inform such
treatment, clinicians need to critically review PRO data. The hope is that the questions posed
here will help to build a framework for this critical review.
Keywords: patient-centered outcomes research, St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire, COPD,
data interpretation, statistical
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therapy based on patients’ symptoms and their impact on
daily activity and well-being, together with the occurrence of
exacerbations. That decision requires a discussion between
physician and patient, which usually involves asking a question along the lines of, “How are you doing?”. This works
in routine practice when caring for an individual patient, but
a systematic approach is needed if the patient perspective
is to be incorporated into clinical trials, since standardized
assessment and data analysis are then required. This led
to the development of patient-reported outcomes (PROs)
as formalized methods of capturing this type of clinically
relevant information.
The formal definition of a PRO used by the European
Medicines Agency is “Any outcome evaluated directly by the
patient himself and based on patient’s perception of a disease
and its treatment(s)”.4 PROs should be reported directly by
the patient without interpretation by others and are usually
captured in the form of a questionnaire or diary. To ensure
consistency in measurement and interpretation, PROs need
to be developed using rigorous psychometric methods that
permit their derived scores to be used as quantitative measures and allow statistical comparisons between treatments.
In a well-constructed PRO, a numerical difference has the
same meaning across the range of scores, like a ruler. Most
importantly, modern PROs are developed with patient
input to ensure that what is measured, as well as the way
it is measured, is relevant and understandable to patients.
Furthermore, any PRO used in a trial should have evidence
of validity and reliability in the specific population being
studied, with careful translation and cultural validation to
ensure that these tools are applicable globally.
To help physicians interpret results derived from PROs,
in this paper a series of questions is posed to consider when
evaluating patient-centered clinical trial data. The focus is
on the St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ; now
included in the US Food and Drug Administration’s draft
guidance Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: Developing
drugs for treatment5) for worked examples, but the principles
apply equally to other symptom-based questionnaires.

What is a PRO?
PROs capture various aspects of the impact of a disease and
the effects of treatment (positive or negative) as reported
by the patient, from core symptoms of the disease, such as
shortness of breath or cough, through to health status, satisfaction with health, or overall disease impact (eg, ability to
go to work). The choice of PRO will depend on the clinical
outcome(s) that the treatment targets, although an overall
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summative measure such as health status may be appropriate
in many therapeutic settings.

How should the results be
presented?
Until relatively recently, PRO results have typically been
expressed as mean values, presented as relative or absolute
differences or changes. Relative differences are superficially
attractive since they give a measure of the relative size of
the change, for example, “a 10% reduction in breathlessness
with X compared with Y”. However, the percentage will be
determined not only by the size of change but also by the
baseline severity; if the baseline score is small, a large relative change may not be particularly meaningful in practice.
Absolute differences allow a direct comparison between
patient groups and studies, since the baseline state does not
need to be taken into consideration in the way that it does
when assessing relative changes. Both methods of reporting
data can be useful – and according to the Consolidated Standards for Reporting Trials (CONSORT), presentation of both
relative and absolute effect sizes is recommended.6

How big is the benefit, and what is
a minimum clinically important
difference (MCID)?
If the difference between two values is found to be statistically significant, this only means that the result observed is
unlikely to have occurred by chance and provides no information on the clinical relevance of the result. As a result,
therefore, the concept of the MCID was developed to allow
clinicians to set PRO data into context. An MCID can be
defined as “the smallest difference in score that patients perceive as beneficial”. This topic has been addressed in depth
elsewhere,7,8 so it will only be described briefly here. Two
main methods have been used to derive MCIDs: statistical
(derived from the distribution of the data) and anchor based
(by reference to other measurements). Distribution-based
values do not take into consideration whether a patient can
perceive any difference, so they cannot be considered clinically relevant. Anchor-based methods can use a variety of
measures (depending on the disease in question), but the most
commonly used anchors are global questions, for example,
the patient’s retrospective judgment about whether they
have improved, stayed the same, or worsened. The mean
score of patients who report a minimum detectable change
is then used for the MCID.9 As an example, to derive the
MCID for the SGRQ, patients were asked to rate a treatment as “ineffective”, “satisfactory”, “effective”, or “very
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Since PRO scores (including the SGRQ) are usually normally
distributed, for the mean improvement in a study population
to exceed the MCID, more than half of the patients must
improve by at least that amount. This is a very challenging
target for any therapy used in a chronic and generally progressive condition. A treatment that would improve 40% of
the population by a clinically significant amount would be
very useful in practice, but benefit to those patients would
not be recognized if the focus was simply on average benefit.
Moreover, in a disease as heterogeneous as COPD, it is possible that only a subset of patients may derive benefit from a
specific treatment, so that the change in PRO score resulting
from a treatment would not be normally distributed (although
no examples of this have yet emerged), as represented in the
top panel of Figure 1.
Another question about MCIDs is: should there be a
different MCID for different degrees of COPD severity?
There is no single answer to that question. A well-designed
questionnaire should behave like a ruler, in that the distance
between two points at one end of the scale should correspond
to the same difference measured at the other end. However, it
is important to draw a distinction between a change in health
status and the consequence of that change. The consequence
of a change will depend on the patient’s baseline state, since
a worsening that is the size of the MCID may only cause
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effective”.10 The mean improvement in the SGRQ score in
patients who described the treatment as effective was 4.1.
A similar value of ~4 units was obtained in two other anchorbased MCID estimates, one being the change within patients
and the other comparing differences between patients, so the
MCID was set at 4 units.10
However, note that whichever method was used to derive
them, all MCIDs are indicative values and do not form rigid
boundaries. In particular, it is not correct to interpret an SGRQ
change of −3.99 as not clinically significant, whereas −4.01 is
significant. Further, the MCID is a population average, which
may differ from individual patient experience.
It has been suggested that MCID estimates, such as the
4 units for the SGRQ, may be too high, since treatments
that are clinically effective in day-to-day practice often
produced mean improvements vs placebo in clinical trials of
rather less than the MCID. For example, in one systematic
review of tiotropium, a drug that has proved very effective
in clinical practice, the mean difference in the SGRQ score
vs placebo was −2.9 units.11 In contrast, more recent studies
with new LAMAs report mean SGRQ total scores vs placebo
that have been very close to,12 or in some cases exceeded a
4-unit improvement.13 However, such arguments over the
numerical value miss a key point: focusing on mean treatment effects can mask the benefit seen in individual patients.
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of patient distribution of PRO data.
Abbreviation: PRO, patient-reported outcome.
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milder patients to seek medical advice, whereas in a severe
patient, it could trigger a hospital admission. It should also be
recognized that an MCID is an average estimate obtained in
studies that included patients with a range of disease severity.
This means that, for group mean data, an MCID should be
valid as long as it was determined in patients of similar range
of severities to those being studied. This was the case with
the SGRQ; in the two COPD studies used to calculate the
MCID,14,15 the baseline scores fell in the same range as that
seen in clinical trials (typically 40–55 units). A recent study
in patients with COPD who had more severe disease than
those usually studied (baseline mean SGRQ total score of 62)
recalculated higher values for the SGRQ MCID (−8.3 at
1 month and −7.1 at 6 months).16 Unfortunately, the authors
did not use the methodology used to derive the MCID in a
moderately severe population, so it is not possible to conclude
from their analysis whether a higher MCID should be used
for more severe patients.16 Intuitively, a higher MCID for
more severe patients appears incorrect, since such patients
may be more aware of the benefits of small improvements
than patients with milder disease.
Finally, although COPD is a very heterogeneous disease,
there is currently no evidence to support the creation of different MCIDs for different phenotypes, because treatment
effects are measured in relatively unselected populations.
In the future, there may be an argument to calculate MCIDs
in defined subgroups, but this will require adequately
powered studies.

Ceiling effects – no further room for
PRO improvement?
Now that COPD treatments are becoming more effective, another question concerns the potential for “ceiling
effects” – that is, whether the patients improve so much with
treatment that there is no room for further improvement.
Unfortunately, that is not yet the case (at least for the SGRQ),
as illustrated by data from the ECLIPSE study (Figure 2).17
Even in patients with Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) grade II disease (recruited
from secondary and tertiary care centers and presumably
effectively treated), the mean SGRQ score was 42.5, with
few patients having scores 25 (the threshold suggested
by GOLD as the point above which regular treatment for
symptoms should be considered1). Given that modern drugs
produce an improvement in the SGRQ score of ~4 units, it
is clear that there is a lot of capacity for further improvement
before a ceiling is reached.

What is a responder analysis?
A responder analysis simply counts the number of patients
who improved by more than the chosen response threshold
(usually the MCID). There are two main ways of reporting
responder analyses, either as a percentage (eg, 15% more
patients responded with Treatment A compared to Treatment B) or as an odds ratio (OR), which gives the odds of
response vs non-response (eg, an OR of 1.6 shows that there
was a 60% greater odds of a patient reporting a clinically
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Figure 2 Frequency distribution of health status assessed by SGRQ-C score according to severity of disease in the ECLIPSE cohort.
Notes: Adapted from Agusti A, Calverley PM, Celli B, et al; Evaluation of COPD Longitudinally to Identify Predictive Surrogate Endpoints (ECLIPSE) Investiga
tors. Characterisation of COPD heterogeneity in the ECLIPSE cohort. Respir Res. 2010;11:122. © The Author(s) 2010. Creative Commons License available at: https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/legalcode.17
Abbreviation: SGRQ-C, St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire for COPD.
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Figure 3 Hypothetical incidence of benefit.
Abbreviation: MCID, minimum clinically important difference.
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significant response vs non-response with Treatment A than
Treatment B). However, such values provide no information
on the shape of the distribution curve.
When searching for responders, a bimodal distribution
such as that shown in the top panel of Figure 1 would be ideal,
as this suggests that there is a discrete population of responders who stand out from the rest of the patient population. This
almost never happens; a normal distribution of scores is more
typical, as shown in the middle panel. At best, there may be a
number of patients who show a large response, resulting in a
skewed distribution as in the bottom panel of Figure 1. Such a
population would have characteristic frequency distributions,
as simulated in Figure 3. It can be seen that Treatment A
shifted the distribution to the right, that is, there were more
responders. (Note also that there is a slight skew suggesting
that there may be more large responders with Treatment A
than with Treatment B.)
In the preceding example, the cut-point used for determining who is or is not a responder is usually the MCID. However, Figure 3 shows that at each level of improvement, the
ratio of the proportion of patients receiving Treatment A vs
Treatment B remains relatively constant. A useful alternative
to presenting the data is cumulative distribution curves, as
these show the entire distribution of responses, as represented
in Figure 4 (which uses the same data as Figure 3). Although
the data in Figures 3 and 4 are provided as a hypothetical
example, this phenomenon is commonly seen in clinical
study results and has been shown using a range of threshold
values, both above and below the MCID,18,19 even down to
half of the MCID.20 This is an important observation, since
it makes discussions about the precise value of the MCID
largely redundant.
Responder analyses have typically considered only the
proportion of patients who experience a clinically relevant
improvement, and so are treated as dichotomous variables
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Figure 4 Hypothetical cumulative incidence of benefit.

(ie, improved/not improved). This may be regarded as a
limitation, however, because it is also important to consider
the patients who experienced a clinically relevant deterioration. For that reason, consideration is being given to
parameters such as “net change” – which is the difference
between the proportion of responders and the proportion
who worsened.21

A worked example
In a 24-week study (Study A) comparing a LAMA/LABA
combination with the individual bronchodilators and placebo,
all three active treatment groups reported large changes
from baseline in SGRQ total score, with big differences
from placebo.13 However, in the responder analysis, only
44%–48% of patients in the active groups had an improvement from baseline of at least the MCID. In a similar study
(Study B) comparing a different LAMA/LABA combination
with its components and placebo, 64% of patients in the
LAMA/LABA arm were considered responders.22 In isolation, these data could suggest that this combination offers
better efficacy than that seen in Study A. However, in Study
B, 57% of patients in the placebo group were responders
to treatment, compared with 34% in Study A. Further, the
mean differences from placebo in SGRQ total score were
much smaller than those in Study A. These data illustrate the
value of including a placebo control arm and of considering
both mean data and responder analyses. It is reasonable to
suggest that in Study B, very large placebo responses may
have eroded some of the estimated treatment effect and led
to an underestimation of the “true” relative clinical benefit of
an active intervention. Clearly, it is important to understand
the mechanisms of the placebo response and measure what
the equivalent placebo or “medical attention” effect is in
routine clinical practice.
In both the analysis of mean data and responder data in
these two studies, there were small differences between the
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Table 1 Hypothetical 6-month SGRQ total scores from a study comparing a LABA/LAMA combination with placebo, LAMA,
and LABA
Treatment
group

Change from
baseline, mean

Difference vs
placebo, mean

Percentage
of responders

Additional number in
100 treated patients
who benefit vs placebo

Odds ratio for
response vs nonresponse vs placebo

Placebo
LAMA
LABA

−2.0
−5.9
−6.1

–
−3.9
−4.1

30%
48%
52%

–
18
22

–
1.7
1.9

LAMA/LABA

−7.0

−5.0

60%

30

2.5

Abbreviations: SGRQ, St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire; LAMA, long-acting muscarinic antagonist; LABA, long-acting β2-agonist.

combination group and the monotherapies. In isolation, this
could be taken to suggest that combination treatment offered
little advantage compared to the individual components – yet
clinical experience is that a proportion of patients do perceive
additional benefit from combining bronchodilators.
Hypothetical data are used in Table 1 to illustrate these
points. In this example, there are large changes from baseline
in the mean score in all three active groups, with differences
from placebo of just under or just over the MCID in the two
mono-bronchodilator groups and a larger difference from
placebo in the dual bronchodilator group. The additional
number of patients who benefit from one treatment compared
to another can then be calculated. The difference in percentage responders between LAMA and placebo (18%) translates
to 18 patients in every 100 benefiting from LAMA compared
with placebo. Furthermore, an additional 12 patients would be
anticipated to gain benefit from LAMA/LABA over LAMA
alone. A more commonly used way of presenting the response
data in publications is ORs. This calculation shows that
patients have 70% greater odds of response vs non-response
to LAMA compared to placebo; the odds of response vs nonresponse with the dual bronchodilator compared to placebo
would be more than doubled (2.5 times) (Table 1). Therefore,
this way of expressing the data can be useful when describing not only active vs placebo comparisons but also active
vs active comparisons.
As this example shows, there is no single correct way
to represent the size of the additional benefit. However,
physicians do have a grasp of probabilities and understand
what is meant by a statement that “with drug X there is a
Y% greater chance of a clinically significant response than
with drug Z.”

How does the study design
influence the PRO results?
A number of study design factors should be taken into
account when considering whether results of PROs
obtained in clinical trials are applicable to clinical practice.
For example, treatment during the run-in period can affect
3074
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the baseline SGRQ score. In the majority of trials, there is
some washout period of medication prior to the baseline
assessments, whereas in clinical practice, it is more likely that
treatment will be “stepped up” rather than “washed out”. The
issue of washing out a previous treatment effect is particularly
important when interpreting crossover study results where an
inadequate washout prevents patients returning to a baseline
value before the second treatment block.
Concurrent medication may also affect the magnitude
of any treatment effect on PRO and other end points. Most
studies permit the use of rescue medication and may report
changes in rescue use as an end point; however, the use of
other concurrent medication and oxygen supplementation
can vary widely.
A final point related to study design concerns blinding.
Some authors have suggested that randomizing patients can
reduce bias even if open-label comparators are used.23 However, the potential influence of patients receiving medication
they recognize, and may have a favorable (or unfavorable)
impression of, should be considered when interpreting both
PRO and adverse event data. This can be a particular challenge when study procedures cannot be blinded – pulmonary
rehabilitation as an example.

What’s the effect of early
withdrawal from the study?
A key aspect to consider when interpreting PRO results is the
statistical model used in the analysis and especially whether
there was an assessment of the impact of missing data.
Premature withdrawal from a study is common, particularly
in a study with a placebo arm. This can result in a “healthy
survivor” population completing the study, with differential
withdrawal between treatment arms potentially reducing the
observed treatment–placebo difference. Differential dropout
being greatest in the placebo arm has been observed in a
number of large, long-term studies in COPD, including
TORCH (Towards a Revolution in COPD Health)24 and
UPLIFT (Understanding Potential Long-Term Impacts on
Function with Tiotropium).25 This can even be an issue with
International Journal of COPD 2016:11
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studies that do not have a placebo group – in the POET-COPD
(Prevention of Exacerbations with Tiotropium in COPD)
study, for example, patients receiving salmeterol were significantly more likely to withdraw prematurely (17.7%) than
those receiving tiotropium (15.8%; P=0.02).26
The influence of early withdrawal can also alter the
reported results, depending on the type of analysis presented.
Pharmacological intervention clinical trials are typically analyzed on an “intention-to-treat” basis, with every patient who
is randomized to treatment being included in the analysis,
even if they only attend the randomization visit. In contrast,
some designs (such as pulmonary rehabilitation studies) tend
to use “per protocol” or “completer” analyses, in which the
data are analyzed for patients who reached a specific visit or
complete a specific proportion of the treatment.27,28 The two
different analyses could potentially give very contrasting
results, with a healthy survivor effect having a particular impact
on completer analyses since patients who did not benefit from
study treatment would be more likely to withdraw. However,
intention-to-treat analyses have their own problems, since they
require some form of imputation method (with its associated
assumptions) to substitute values for the missing data.

Has the choice of study population
influenced the PRO results?
Although relevant to all efficacy and safety end points, given
the inherently patient-centric nature of PROs, it is especially
important to consider whether the population recruited into a
trial is representative of the patient that a clinician is treating.
Clinical trial inclusion and exclusion criteria can have an
impact on the data. In COPD trials, it is common to limit
patient recruitment to a population with not only a defined
level of disease severity, usually measured as FEV1, but
also a minimum level of breathlessness as measured by the
Medical Research Council (MRC) dyspnea score. In studies
investigating exacerbations, the recruited population may be
“enriched” by requiring a history of exacerbations. These
inclusion criteria are often not standardized across trials.
Finally, the geographic distribution of a study may limit its
application to individual clinical practice. Although standardized procedures are used in the translation and cultural
adaptation of PRO instruments, the underlying health system
may affect results as may any differences in efficacy caused
by ethnic variations in drug metabolism.

What’s the influence of the clinical
trial process on PRO results?
Patients who enter clinical trials often improve even if they
receive no active treatment. This is probably due to a number
International Journal of COPD 2016:11
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of mechanisms. First, there is the well-known Hawthorne
effect, first described in the 1950s to explain the results of
a series of productivity studies (it is named after the factory
where the first study took place).29 This term is now used to
describe the positive impact and resulting behavioral changes
of study participants due to the fact that they are being
observed. This may affect not only the patient (eg, greater
adherence to concomitant therapy) but also the investigator
(earlier intervention in response to a deterioration). One
mechanism may be the high frequency of visits, since it has
been shown that patients randomized to be seen regularly in
a clinical trial showed a larger response (in terms of quality
of life) compared to those seen only at the beginning and
end.30 Another potential mechanism is a regression to the
mean effect – a statistical phenomenon where, when repeated
measurements are made on the same patient, an extreme
(relatively high or relatively low) measurement is likely to
be followed by a measurement that is closer to the population
mean.31 For example, patients recruited because the inclusion
criteria dictate high symptom scores are likely to have lower
scores when tested a second time. This is different from
another source of bias that may come about because patients
recruited to trials may be those best known to the physician
since they have very active disease and troublesome symptoms. Such patients may subsequently become more stable
over the duration of the trial even if they receive placebo, so
their PRO score will improve. Finally, there is also perhaps
a true placebo effect in which the patients feel better just
because they are receiving increased medical attention.
Health status measurements are designed to capture a
range of disease and treatment effects, so they may be particularly sensitive to the various effects of joining a trial. With
the SGRQ, an improvement from baseline is almost always
seen, typically 2 units (ie, approximately half of the MCID).
Recent evidence, reported in abstract form, suggests that
this effect may be greater in low-to-medium socioeconomic
countries, where patients can get access to better health care
through participation in a clinical trial.32 Importantly, such
patients appear to have a commensurately larger response
to treatment.

How relevant are the results to
routine clinical practice?
Use of PROs was previously confined to clinical research
because the instruments were too long and complex for use
in routine clinical practice. Translating changes in PRO
score into something that is meaningful for clinicians has
proved challenging. The MCID and responder analysis
discussed earlier help that process; however, short validated
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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instruments such as the COPD Assessment Test (CAT) have
now become available.33 The CAT was specifically designed
both for use in routine practice and to be applicable to clinical trials, and there is emerging evidence that it has a level
of sensitivity to treatment that is equivalent to the SGRQ.34
In this context, it is worth noting that mapping the CAT score
to SGRQ score would suggest a value of 1.6 for the CAT
MCID,35 but an individual patient estimate would be 2 units.36
Thus, for the first time, PRO data from clinical trials are
directly comparable to measurements obtainable in clinical
practice, which may help the translation of efficacy measured
in trials to potential effectiveness in practice.

Summary
This manuscript has discussed a range of important issues
that arise when critically reviewing PRO data generated from
clinical trials. The importance is explained of evaluating the
tool selected by the investigators and critically reviewing
the way that the data are presented and interpreted, including how the MCID is used. Evaluating data in different
ways was also suggested. It is important to understand that
clinical trial results are specific both to the populations and
the treatments studied; indeed, a new treatment’s eventual
indication may be limited to the population in which it has
been studied. Therefore, study results may be more or less
applicable to broader clinical practice, depending on factors
such as the design of the study, the patients recruited, and
the end points used.
Current treatment guidelines provide few evidence-based
recommendations on the incremental effectiveness of an
additional maintenance therapy, reflecting the limited evidence base. Furthermore, although most treatments provide
an incremental gain at a population level, that improvement
can be the result of all patients getting better, some patients
having no improvement, whereas others gain a large benefit,
or (and more likely) a combination of these. This means
that, even if a treatment is associated with a large effect at a
population level, it is difficult to predict the level of response
for an individual patient. This emphasizes the importance
of reviewing PRO data using different methods of analysis
and with the results presented in a range of ways in order to
gain a more complete picture of a treatment’s effectiveness.
If we stick to the view that benefit is only present if the mean
change in a population exceeds the MCID improvement, we
may not be aware of large treatment effects that some patients
experience. Thus, there appears to be an argument for
exploring other methods of reporting benefit. For example,
when considering the extent of benefit from the addition
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of a second agent, the proportion of patients who benefit
may be more informative than the mean difference alone
– although this will, of course, require a consensus around
what constitutes a minimum worthwhile additional number.
Alternatively, and for the practising clinician possibly more
usefully, the data could be expressed as the probability that
a patient will respond to the addition of a second drug.
A further and more contentious area of discussion is
the role of placebo as a comparator, given the clinical trial
effect in PRO scores. Although it has not been studied, it is
likely that some of the factors that contribute to this effect
in a clinical trial will also operate in routine practice – for
example, changing health behaviors, better adherence to
concomitant therapy, better inhaler use, and the effect of a
health care professional showing interest and understanding
of a patient’s condition.

Conclusion
Data from PROs are crucial when evaluating the effectiveness
of a treatment in COPD. For the practising clinician, the most
important consideration is the importance of individualization of treatment (and of treatment goals). To inform such
treatment, clinicians need to critically review PRO data. It
is hoped that the questions posed here will help to build a
framework for this critical review.
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